Mitigation Plan
List of measurements and actions that will apply during the event in order to
mitigate the risk of COVID-19 transmission.
1. Basic information will be delivered electronically through our facebook page:
https://hu-hu.facebook.com/Lovasterapia/ and our website: www.lovasterapia.hu
2. Upon arrival everyone will fill in a health statement that will be signed by each
team member (families/trainers/vets/truck drivers).
3. Bracelets will be distributed to each event participant. Without it entry won't be
allowed.
4. The event participants will have to bring their own masks, but we can allow
masks for everyone.
5. Fever guns at the entrance for cars and trucks and for everyone who enter the
venue.
6. Distance between people or wearing a mask.
7. Stewards will have to wear a mask.
8. Two separate and sterilized place to throw the masks.
9. Hand sanitizer stations on site.
10. Posters explaining how to wear a mask and contact information in case
somebody does not feel well.
11. Lunch and dinner- will be under an open space tent and tables must have
distance between one to another. Sterilizing the tables during the day and between
shifts.
12. Each person that will enter to the event area will be registered.
13. An ambulance will be placed in the event with a doctor.
14. In case there is a person who show COVID-19 symptoms, she/he will be taken
immediately to the responsible COVID-19 hospital for a further check up. And if
needed her/his close ring will be checked too.
15. Toilets will be cleaned and sterilized regulary during a day. A list of cleaning
occasions will be hanged on the door.
16. During the events there will be a person responsible only to supervise and
control all regulations on daily basis.

17. Judges boxes will include only a judge and a secretary that will record the
scores. Masks will be provided for judges and secretary. Sanitizer gel will be
placed in each box. We set up a plastic wall between the judge and the secretary.
18. In order to lower the risk, teams will be asked to arrive with the smallest
number of members.
19. Number of spectators will be limited to 200, with social distancing.
20. Please notify the organizers immediately at this telephone number below:
Kerekes Lili: +36 30-293-0340

